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4. Rationale: Protein Z is a circulating vitamin K-dependent glycoprotein that interacts with Protein Z dependent protease inhibitor (PZI) to inhibit coagulation factor Xa (1,2). PZI can also inactivate factors IXa and XIa.

Deficiencies of Protein Z or PZI have been hypothesized to increase thrombosis risk. A few small, clinical studies have suggested levels of Protein Z may relate inversely to stroke risk (3,4). Some animal and scanty human data suggest possible inverse associations with VTE (5,6), but there was no association between plasma Protein Z or ZPI and VTE in the best-designed studies (7, 10).
A few investigations have suggested ZPI genetic variants may affect VTE risk (8,9). We measured three ZPI polymorphisms in LITE to test this hypothesis.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:

Protein Z Dependent Protease Inhibitor genetic variants are associated with VTE incidence.

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

Design: LITE nested case-control study: ARIC and CHS cases through 2002; 2:1 controls to cases.

Exclusions: Warfarin use at baseline, no DNA use.

Outcome: VTE

Exposures: R67X, W303X, Gln363Arg polymorphisms of ZPI

Analysis: Standard, unconditional logistic regression. Main covariates are age, race, sex, study, BMI, diabetes, factor V Leiden, prothrombin G20210A, D-dimer, factor VIII. Analyses are also done by study (ARIC, CHS); primary or secondary VTE; incident or recurrent VTE; and subgroups based on other covariates.
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